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ABSTRACT 
This article presents a detailed textual analysis of Marx’s actual account of the 
tendency of the rate of profit to fall and attempts to recover the initial logic of the 
analysis 
It sets this against early discussion on Marx’s value theory and shows, in a non-
mathematical manner, how a purely physical conception of the profit rate was 
substituted for the value profit rate, as a consequence of the interpretation of Marx’s 
value theory within a general equilibrium framework,  introduced by Bortkiewicz and 
subsequently adopted by academic Marxism. 
It demonstrates how the consistency of Marx’s logic emerges on the basis of a 
temporal interpretation of Marx’s value theory. 
First presented as ‘The problem of evidence: Marx’s historians on the falling profit rate’ 
Presented to the 7th annual conference of the Association for Heterodox Economics, London, 
City University, July 15-17 2005. 
 
Keywords: Temporalism, TSSI, Value, Marx, rate of profit, transformation, non-
equilibrium, Walras, physicalism, simultaneism 
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CONFRONTING THE EVIDENCE: MARX’S 
HISTORIANS ON THE FALLING PROFIT RATE. 
INTRODUCTION 
Idiosyncratically, I’ll start with the bibliography. The main aim of this article is to 
introduce the reader to the debates, and the first thing is to find them. 
Marx’s own writings 
I’ll refer to three places where Marx assesses either the law, or concepts relevant to it. 
Marx (1976) – Capital, Volume I. Introduces and states the main laws which he 
asserts as a consequence of capitalist accumulation: 
(a) Chapter 15 ‘Machinery and large-scale industry’ introduces the term ‘organic 
composition of capital’ and the law that (p578) ‘every advance in the use of 
machinery entails an increase in the constant component of capital, that part 
which consists of machinery, raw material, etc., and a decrease in its variable 
component, the part laid out in labour-power.’ 
(b) Chapter 24 ‘The Transformation of Surplus-Value into Capital’ and chapter 25 
‘The General Law of Capitalist Accumuoation’ extend and develops these ideas 
and in particular asserts the principal value-theoretic conclusion: ‘This change in 
the technical composition of capital, this growth in the mass of the means of 
production, as compared with the mass of the labour-power that vivifies them, is 
reflected in its value-composition by the increase of the constant constituent of 
capital at the expense of its variable constituent…(1976:774) 
(c) This is also the foundation of the argument for the reserve army of labour. 
Marx (1981) – Capital, volume III. The fully developed exposition of the law contains 
the three-chapter dialectical development; ‘The Law as Such’, ‘Countervailing 
Tendencies’ and ‘Contradictions in the Law’. Its conclusions are a straightforward 
development of the Volume I chapters described above, and rests on what is 
established there. 
Marx (1968) – Theories of surplus value Volume II. Chapter XVI contains Marx’s 
critique of Ricardo’s theory of profit, and XVII contains his critique of Ricardo’s 
theory of accumulation. These contains much important background and commentary, 
and are both explicitly referred to in Marx Vol III. It also contains a number of 
important though incomplete remarks on Marx’s view of crisis and its causes.  
Marx (1972) Theories of surplus value, Volume III. Chapters XXII on Ramsay and 
XXIII on Cherbuliez contain many important remarks about the organic composition 
of capital. 
Post-Marx Marxism 
The central text is Howard and King (1992:128-146); This chapter in their History of 
Marxist Economics traces the discussion back to its origins, linking the postwar and 
prewar debates. The principal arguments I want to deal with can all be found in this 
piece which also contains a comprehensive bibliography. 
Marx, productivity, and the tendency of capitalism 
Marx (1976:774) makes a categorical assertion about the value (organic) composition 
of capital: 
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This change in the technical composition of capital, this growth in the mass of the means 
of production, as compared with the mass of the labour-power that vivifies them, is 
reflected in its value-composition by the increase of the constant constituent of capital at 
the expense of its variable constituent…(1976:774) 
Marx is in no doubt that this is not offset by changes in productivity. He thus 
continues: 
With the increasing productivity of labour, the mass of the means of production 
consumed by labour increases, but their value in comparison with their mass diminishes. 
Their value therefore rises, absolutely, but not in proportion to the increase in their 
mass.(1976:774) 
And earlier forcefully asserts this rising value composition as a theoretical and 
empirical law: 
This change in the technical composition of capital, this growth in the mass of means of 
production, as compared with the mass of the labour-power that vivifies them is reflected 
again in its value-composition, by the increase of the constant constituent of capital at the 
expense of its variable constituent…This law of the progressive increase in constant 
capital, in proportion to the variable, is confirmed at every step (as already shown) by the 
comparative analysis of the prices of commodities, whether we compare different 
economic epochs or different nations in the same epoch. (1976:773, my emphasis) 
Passages in Theories of Surplus Value are even more categorical, for example: 
Despite the cheapening of individual elements, the price of the whole aggregate increases 
enormously and the [increase in] productivity consists in the continuous expansion of the 
machinery…It is therefore self-evident or a tautological proposition that the increasing 
productivity of labor caused by machinery corresponds to increased value of the 
machinery relative to the amount of labour employed (consequently to the value of 
labour, the variable capital. (1972:366-367, my emphasis) 
And later 
The cheapening of raw materials, and of auxiliary materials, etc., checks but does not 
cancel the growth in the value of this part of capital. It checks it to the degree that it 
brings about a fall in profit. 
This rubbish is herewith disposed of. (1972:368-9) 
There is thus, and this is the central issue I will confront first, little space, within the 
confines of textual evidence, to argue that Marx was in some sense unaware of, or 
neglected, the impact of changes of productivity on the value of constant capital. In 
blithe and robust neglect of simple textual fidelity the charge of neglecting, or failing 
to take into account, such changes is regularly made in the literature criticising his  
conclusions. The textual evidence runs completely contrary to this idea. Marx’s 
argument, although treated as nonsensical by his critics, is that the rise in productivity 
is synonymous with the increase in the composition of capital, is integral to it. 
Marx and his critics in fact draw two diametrically-opposed conclusions from the 
same premise; this has to be confronted squarely to understand the debate. The main 
thrust of this paper is to demonstrate that Marx’s conclusions have a coherent logical 
foundation, contrary to what is asserted by the critics, and to demonstrate that 
subsequent differences arise not from the correction of any supposed errors in Marx – 
and hence not from any ‘progression’ from the inferior Marx to the superior 
economics of the twentieth century – but from the adoption, by Marx on the one hand 
and the critics on the other, of two diametrically opposed concepts of value. 
Far from neglecting or setting aside the impact of productivity revolutions, his central 
argument is that these revolutions are what make possible and lead to the diminution 
of variable capital in relation to constant capital. This is evident from the section 
headings alone. The first section of chapter 24 is entitled ‘A growing demand for 
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labour-power accompanies accumulation if the composition of capital remains the 
same’. The second section is entitled ‘A relative diminution of the variable part of 
capital occurs in the course of the further progress of accumulation and of the 
concentration accompanying it,’ and immediately notes that ‘ 
So far, we have considered only one special phase of this process, that in which the 
increase of capital occurs while the technical composition of capital remains constant. 
But the process goes beyond this phase.(p772)  
What this means is spelled out in the next paragraph: 
Given the general basis of the capitalist system, a point is reached in the course of 
accumulation at which the development of the productivity of social labour becomes the 
most powerful lever of accumulation. (1976:772) 
Thus two logical stages are distinguished which are also historical;1  
First, a constant composition of capital, associated with fixed productivity, which 
maintains a more or less fixed ratio of labour to means of production, and 
accumulates both constant capital and the employment of labour, rapaciously 
converting nonproletarians into proletarians. This primitive accumulation is the 
‘historical basis, instead of the historical result, of specifically capitalist production.’ 
(1976:p775) 
Second, rising composition of capital, associated with revolutions in productivity, 
which accumulates by increasing constant capital independently of, and faster than, 
the employment of labour.2  
The continual reconversion of surplus-value into capital now appears in the shape of the 
increasing magnitude of capital that enters into the production process. This is in turn the 
basis of an extended scale of production if the methods for raising the productivity of 
labour that accompany it, and of an accelerated production of surplus-value..With the 
accumulation of capital, therefore, the specifically capitalist mode of production 
develops and, with the capitalist mode of production, the accumulation of capital. These 
two economic factors bring about, in the compound ratio of the impulses they give to 
each other, that change in the technical composition of capital by which the variable 
component becomes smaller and smaller as compared with the constant component. 
(976:775-776) 
Marx’s concept of productivity: a relation of labour to use-value 
As we shall see, Marx’s critics generally represent changes in productivity as a 
change in the ratio between use-value and use-value, as a rise in the volume of 
produced material compared with the volume of consumed material, and this 
corresponds to the nature of their value concept, a modern equivalent of the 
physiocratic notion of production as the production of use-value by means of use-
value. We will refer to this doctrine as physicalism. 
                                                 
1
 In parenthesis, I don’t think this supports the argument, which Chris Arthur has in my view rightly 
criticised, that Marx developed the category of value, in chapters 1-5, by supposing a ‘historical-
logical’ stage of capitalism characterised as ‘simple commodity production’ in which goods exchange 
at their value between independent producers. To the contrary, these parts of Volume I add to the 
evidence that Marx did not entertain the idea of a stage of ‘simple commodity production’ since he here 
presents historical progression as a transition, not from petty commodity production to capitalist 
production but between two phases of specifically capitalist production: in the early stages (formal 
subsumption), handicraft production by capitalists, that is, people that employ wage labour and raise 
productivity chiefly by transforming the way this labour is organised, and in the later stages (real 
subsumption) machine production also by capitalists, who raise productivity by the application of 
machinery and technology. 
2
 incidentally creating the reserve army of labour and cyclic fluctuations in employment. 
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Marx’s concept of productivity corresponds to his value concept, and conceives of a 
rise in productivity as a rise in the volume of produced material compared with the 
quantity of labour employed: 
The mass of the products in which a certain value, and therefore a surplus-value of a 
given magnitude is embodied, increases along with the productivity of labour. 
(1976:752) 
This difference does not explain the difference in the results obtained between Marx 
and his critics. These do not, we will argue, arise from any difference in the type of 
productivity change investigated or the manner in which capitalists innovate, as is 
claimed by many who seek to rescue Marx’s conclusions from the physicalist critique 
without transcending the physicalist value concept. To the contrary, we seek to show 
that all the cases considered by the critics as refuting Marx’s conclusions, although 
expressed in physicalist terms, are also governed by Marx’s law of the tendential fall 
in the rate of profit.3 
We call attention to the different way that Marx presents productivity changes 
because we want to follow his argument through. I must again insist, because the 
literature has so often tried to claim the contrary, that this does not mean that he 
considers different kinds of productivity increase – that his results depend on a 
particular view of what the capitalists actually do; it does mean, however, that he 
thinks about productivity in a different way. 
Moreover he points out that this rising productivity is also expressed in an increase in 
inputs. This does not restrict the validity of his argument, which we will show applies 
completely generally. He tied his analysis to empirical reality, in which the volume of 
use-values employed in production itself grows.  
The degree of productivity of labour, in a given society, is expressed in the relative 
extent of the means of production that one labourer, during a given time, with the same 
degree of intensity of labour-power, turns into products. The mass of the means of 
production which he functions in this way increases with the productivity of his labour. 
(1976:773) 
Although again this is not a precondition for his conclusions, it would be almost 
absurd were this not so, since, if all use-values are cheapening, and the amount of 
money invested in production does not diminish year on year, then this investment 
must ceteris paribus purchase more use-values to be employed as means of 
production. The amount of use-value employed in production can only diminish, in 
general, when the capitalists invest an ever decreasing portion of their profits; this 
corresponds to a period of stagnation and crisis, that is, to a suspension of 
accumulation. Such suspensions of accumulation occur in slumps, and on a more 
prolonged (though as always, cyclically interrupted) basis during phases of 
generalised capitalist crisis such as the present one, the interwar period, and the ‘Great 
Depression’ of 1873-1893. 
The idea that a suspension of capitalist accumulation could be the ‘normal’ state of 
the capitalist mode of production or, to be more precise, could provide the conditions 
under which capitalist production is its own self-sufficient basis, runs counter to the 
                                                 
3
 The German ‘Gesetz des tendenziellen Falls der Profitrate’ is translated by Moore/Aveling in the 
earlier, Lawrence and Wishart/Progress Publishers edition as the ‘Law of the tendency of the rate of 
profit to fall’ and by Fernbach in the Penguin edition as the the ‘Law of the tendential fall in the profit 
rate’. I adopt the second usage, in line with the use of the Penguin edition as the standard translation 
throughout this article 
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whole trend of modern capitalist development which has, to the contrary, seen an 
ever-increasing ratio between investment and output.4  
This empirical reality remains true today although it is obscured by the outward form 
of the use-values, which, because of miniaturisation, embody growing use-value in a 
smaller physical form. 
In miniaturisation the size of the machine decreases while its capability increases.5 On 
a crude physical measure therefore, it might seem that the use-value of inputs is 
decreasing while the use-value of outputs is increasing. A little thought – confirmed 
by the literature on ‘hedonistic’ indexes6 – reveals that use-value is still increasing. If 
I replace a 486 computer that carries out 10 million operations per second by a 
Pentium III that carries out 1000 million operations per second, then although the 
Pentium is smaller, it is 100 times more useful; it is the equivalent of 100 486 
computers. 
Nor is this different for modern industries such as information which deal with inputs 
and outputs that have no physical size at all. If we adopt, as a measure of information, 
even the crudest measure such as bytes, then by any reasonable standard the quantity 
of information serving as inputs to production is growing at a faster rate than any 
input has ever increased in history; contemporary estimates on the volume of web 
traffic, according to the Observer for 19 June, show it doubling every 100 days.  
For Marx, in conclusion, the rise in the organic composition of capital accompanies a 
rise in productivity, not just accumulation as such. Technical change is not a neglected 
factor in his analysis, but is to the contrary its premise. He directly asserts that it is the 
precondition for the unfettered accumulation of constant capital relative to variable 
capital. 
Essentially, once revolutions in productivity become the principal means by which 
individual capitalists can increase their profits, the accumulation of capital proceeds 
independently of the growth of the labour force [TBA Marx actually says that 
accumulation becomes the independent variable]. Therefore the availability of labour 
ceases to be a brake on the accumulation of capital, which can proceed by simply 
                                                 
4
 Socialist Economic Bulletin #3 contains an exhaustive empirical analysis of this trend. It has 
manifested itself through regular changes, however, in the geographical locus of high rates of 
accumulation. Until the late 19th Century the highest investment rate was in the UK. Germany and the 
US then replaced the UK and remained in the lead until after WWII. Japan then replaced both Germany 
and the US, and was then itself displaced (as the location for the highest investment rates) by the 
South-East Asian tigers. This rise in investment in proportion to output is ratcheted; the US and 
Germany at 20% were higher than the UK at about 12%, Japan in turn was higher at about 25% and 
countries such as South Korea reached 40-50% of GDP. 
5
 Although, pace Schumacher, in a certain sense the trend is opposite to this, in that many modern 
machines depend for their usefulness on their interconnectedness; there are fewer and fewer self-
sufficient machines, so that for example, the internet, or the rail network, are actually giant machines 
and the individual appliances merely access points to it. From this point of view modern technology, 
far from making machines smaller and smaller, has evolved to the production of planetary machines 
whose scale is so vast that we lose sight of them. 
6
 A hedonistic index seeks to measure the utility provided by a good, as opposed to the mere size of the 
good. See for example Griliches (0000) who applied this first to the automobile market. Clearly, the 
use-value of a car is not simply to be a means of transport, or an estate would substitute for a sports car. 
Being quantity indexes, hedonistic indexes are generally cardinal and additive rather than ordinal and 
marginal (two cars of the same type are twice as useful as a single car of this type), and I think they can 
be considered as an attempt to measure use-value. 
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converting surplus value into capital; this capital therefore necessarily grows, because 
more and more living labour is converted into dead labour. 
The specifically capitalist mode of production, the development of the productivity of 
labour which corresponds to it, are things which do not merely keep pace with the 
progress of accumulation, or the growth of social wealth. They develop at a much 
quicker rate..With the progress of accumulation, therefore, the proportion of constant to 
variable capital changes. If it was originally, say 1:1, it now becomes successively 2:1, 
3:1,4:1,5:1,7:1 etc so that as the capital grows, instead of 1/2 its social value, only 1/3, 
1/4,1/5,1/6,1/8 etc is turned into labour power…Since the demand for labour is 
determined not by the extent of the total capital  but by its variable constituent alone, that 
demand falls progressively with the growth of the total capital, instead of rising in 
proportion to it, as was previously assumed. (1976:781) 
We can foreshadow the later more detailed discussion of the physicalist critique at 
this point by noting that the two different concepts lead to a very different ‘intuition’ 
of what is going on. From the physicalist standpoint, a larger and larger volume of 
material outputs or being created by the same amount of material inputs. Capital is 
essentially getting more for less. Surely, therefore, the rate of profit must intutively 
rise? If it does not, something exceptional seems to be going on. 
From Marx’s standpoint, the same amount of labour is creating a larger and larger 
volume of material outputs. But these material outputs in turn have a value, distinct 
from their use-value, and it is in the form of value that the capitalists accumulate. To a 
relatively fixed or slowly increasing labour force corresponds a relatively fixed or 
stable surplus value. This is then ‘converted into capital’ and the advent of universal 
productivity revolutions means that there is no restraint on this conversion.  
We arrive, therefore, at this general result: by incorporating with itself the two primary 
creators of wealth, labour-power and land, capital acquires a power of expansion that 
permits it to augment the elements of its accumulation beyond the limits apparently fixed 
by its own magnitude, or by the value and the mass of the means of production which 
have already been produced, and in which it has its being (1976:752, my emphasis) 
All available surplus, unless consumed unproductively, is re-invested in production 
and becomes capital: ‘Accumulate, accumulate; That is Moses and the 
prophets’(1976:742) Capital, measured in value terms, then grows without limit: ‘in 
so far as he is capital personified, his [the capitalist’s] motivating force is not the 
acquisition and enjoyment of use-values, but the acquisition and augmentation of 
exchange-values.’ (1976:738) 
Marx’s law of the tendential fall in the rate of profit 
Volume III, chapter 13, opens with a numerical example. It is expressed in money. It 
is evident, though we will return to this point, that throughout his argument £1 
represents 1 week, that is, the monetary expression of labour is £1 per week. He 
supposes 100 workers paid £1 per week each at a rate of surplus-value of 100%; their 
‘total value product’ is thus £200. He then argues as follows: 
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As we have seen, this rate of surplus value [100 %] will be expressed in very different 
rates of profit, according to the differing scale of the constant capital c and hence the 
total capital C, since the rate of profit is s/C. If the rate of surplus-value is 100 per cent, 
we have: 
If c = 50 and v = 100, then p’ = 100/150 = 662/3 per cent; 
If c = 100 and v = 100, then p’ = 100/200 = 50 per cent; 
If c = 200 and v = 100, then p’ = 100/300 = 331/3 per cent; 
If c = 300 and v = 100, then p’ = 100/400 = 25 per cent; 
If c = 400 and v = 100, then p’ = 100/500 = 20 per cent; 
The same rate of surplus-value, therefore, and an unchanged level of exploitation of 
labour, is expressed in a falling rate of profit, as the value of the constant capital and 
hence the total capital grows with the constant capital’s material volume. 
If we further assume now that this gradual change in the composition of capital does not 
just characterize certain individual spheres of production, but occurs in more or less all 
spheres…then this gradual growth in the constant capital, in relation to the variable, must 
necessarily result in a gradual fall in the general rate of profit, given that the rate of 
surplus-value..remains the same. (1981:318) 
Of course, the argument that this sequence of profits constitutes the actual movement 
of capitalism depends on the proposition that c and v actually move in this, or a 
similar manner; it depends in fact on the proposition that C grows faster than s. But 
since Marx assumes a constant rate of exploitation, this is no different to the 
proposition that C grows faster than v, variable capital.  
As we have seen, Marx in Volume I claims to prove, to the extent that he considers it 
a ‘law’ of accumulation, that this proposition is the actual movement of capitalism, 
suspended only by crisis. 
Thus the law of the tendential fall in the profit rate is, for Marx, a direct deduction 
from the ‘General law of capitalist accumulation’ established in Volume I. Indeed, 
this is exactly how he himself refers to the matter: 
It has been shown to be a law of the capitalist mode of production that its development 
does in fact involve a relative decline in the relation of variable capital to constant, and 
hence also to the total capital set in motion. (1981:318)… 
The hypothetical series we constructed at the opening of this chapter thereore expresses 
the actual tendency of capitalist production. 
The continuity between these chapters and Marx’s volume I analysis is emphasised by 
Marx’s continuing insistence that this tendency is a consequence of increasing 
productivity: 
This progressive decline in the variable capital in relation to the constant capital, and 
hence in relation to the total capital as well, is identical with the progressively rising 
organic composition, on average, of the social capital as a whole. It is just another 
expression for the progressive development (1981:318) 
The progressive tendency for the general rate of profit to fall is thus simply the 
expression, peculiar to the capitalist mode of production, of the progressive development 
of the social productivity of labour (1981:319, emphasis in the original) 
This is amplified in an important way. The tendency being a consequence of the 
process of accumulation itself, it is innate to the capitalist mode of production and is 
not the product of incidental, secondary or external factors: 
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This does not mean that the rate of profit may not fall temporarily for other reasons as 
well, but it does prove that it is a self-evident necessity, deriving from the nature of the 
capitalist mode of production itself, that as it advances the general average rate of 
surplus-value must be expressed in a falling general rate of profit. 
By the same token, we shall later see, this tendency may be offset or overriden by 
counteracting influences. The nature of these influences are generally, however, 
external or incidental to the actual innate logic of capitalist accumulation as such.7 We 
will return to this when assessing the relation between Marx’s theory of the tendential 
fall in the profit rate and the twentieth-century discussion on crisis and breakdown. 
The continuity between Volume I and Volume III, although not an issue in  
contemporary disputes, should be noted in two respects. First an early objection from 
Bortkiewicz was the allegation that Marx’s argument was presented in terms of 
prices, not values. Second, however, it can be seen that the tendential law of the profit 
rate is a deduction from the law of accumulation, and it will help us to understand the 
substance of the disputes by examining differences over this law itself. 
Later on we will look at modifications to Marx’s basic assumptions such as a constant 
rate of exploitation, because some more obscure debates have focussed on attempts to 
rescue Marx from a physicalist perspective by means of such modifications. But there 
is no need to make them to grasp the core of the debate, and the basis for the 
diametrical opposition between the physicalist and labour-time concepts of profit. A 
physicalist concept of profit would lead, on the basis of Marx’s own figures plus a rise 
in labour productivity, to a rising rate of profit where Marx finds a falling one.  
Conversely, we will see that a labour-time concept of profit leads, on the basis of the 
physicalists’ own figures, to a falling profit rate where they find a rising one, unless 
and except where these figures correspond to a suspension of accumulation (negative 
investment relative to output) in value terms. 
The issue is thus not that Marx and the critics are discussing necessarily different 
paths of accumulation or modes of capitalist behaviour; it is that the same pattern of 
accumulation yields diametrically opposite results, depending on the value concept 
applied. 
How can a growing volume of material outputs result in a falling rate 
of value profits? 
Moszkowska (1929:37-8) gives one of the earliest and simplest completely coherent 
physicalist presentation of the opposition to Marx. Most subsequent development only 
makes her original argument more sophisticated, without modifying its basic content. 
Previous developments represent confused or partial gropings towards the same idea. 
To simplify matters she supposes that a single product that produces itself with the aid 
of labour, for example corn. Suppose, she says, that at one point it is employed in the 
following proportions: 
 170 corn + 340 labour → 510 corn 
Suppose moreover that the labour consumes 1/2 unit of corn per unit of labour. Her 
argument can be developed directly in money terms without reference to labour; let us 
                                                 
7
 It is my view that this does not lead to the conclusion that capitalism must fall apart under its own 
internal logic. Rather, it should be expressed in the following way; a recovery from a prolonged phase 
of declining profit rates requires an intervention external to the internal evolution of capital itself (war, 
barbarism, etc). To develop this may be beyond the scope of this article. See Freeman (2000) [HM 
article] 
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suppose that 1 unit of corn costs £1. We can see that to produce 510 units of corn, the 
capitalists must expend £340, and they will make £510, a profit of £170. 
The rate of profit is then the ratio between this profit and the original £340, that is 
 %50or5.0
340
170
=  
Moszkowska then supposes a technical innovation that results in the following: 
 340 corn + 340 labour → 765 corn 
Corn inputs have doubled but outputs have increased by 150%, with no increase in 
labour time. This reproduces Marx’s assumptions, making the example especially 
useful to study, in order to grasp the origin of the diametrically opposed conclusions, 
arising from the diametrically opposed value concepts. The means of production have 
indeed increased relative to labour, labour has indeed stayed constant, and the rate of 
exploitation has not changed. 
We can now apply the same reasoning as follows: if, as before, 1 unit of corn costs £1 
the capitalists must advance £340 in corn and £170 on wages, a total of £510. The 
mass of profit is now £765 – £510 = £255. The capital advanced being £510, the rate 
of profit is 
 %50or5.0
510
255
=  
that is, the rate of profit has not changed, though Marx says it should fall. Moreover 
had ‘productivity’ risen any more – that is, if more than 765 units of corn had been 
produced with the same inputs, then the rate of profit would actually have risen. 
At first sight, in terms of the assumption of a constant price of corn, Moszkowska’s 
example does not refute Marx’s general law of accumulation. In the first case C = 
£340 and v = £170; in the second case C = £510 and v is still £170. 
Actually, this gives us a first clue to what is going on. Since, C increased and v did 
not, why didn’t the profit rate fall? Because s, in money terms, increased. In the first 
case it was £170 and in the second, £255. 
But how can this be? The labour employed is no different than before. It is paid the 
same wage in money (and material) terms. Yet the surplus-‘value’ it produces is 50% 
bigger. Why? To put it another way, look at the value-product; the total value added 
by the application of living labour. This can be calculated either by subtracting the 
price of the corn consumed from the price of the corn produced, or by adding together 
variable and surplus-value; it makes no difference. In the first case, 340 hours of 
labour produced, or was represented in, a total value-product of £340. In the second, 
however, the same 340 hours of labour produced a value-product of £435. 
The additional surplus arises because the price of corn has inflated relative to labour. 
This violates one of Marx’s principal assumptions that the value of money remains 
constant. £1 now buys less value than before. If we use this ‘corn money’ as the 
measure of value, it makes it appear that an hour of labour creates a different amount 
of value, depending on the technology of society. 
But this is simply to say that magnitude of value is not determined by labour-time or, 
which is the same thing, the concept of value being applied is no longer Marx’s. To 
put it another way, the reason that the profit rate is higher than Marx’s, is that the 
mass of profit itself is reported as larger than the (monetary equivalent of the) labour-
time in it. 
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What concept of value is actually being applied? Actually, we demonstrated the 
concept by introducing it as an assumption, when we stated that we will suppose the 
price of corn remains constant at £1 per unit. We will shortly show that this is the only 
assumption on which Moszkowska’s examples are compatible with a market – that is, 
a commodity – economy. On this assumption value has actually been measured in 
terms of use-value, in terms of the quantity of corn. This is a physicalist, not a labour-
time, concept of value. 
Not only is this not Marx’s value-concept, Marx said so and warned against what 
Moszkowska, and all subsequent interpreters, have done. In Volume III the law is 
clearly framed in terms of value. Marx clearly excludes a use-value interpretation: 
We entirely leave aside here the fact that the same amount of value represents a 
progressively rising mass of use-values and satisfactions, with the progress of capitalist 
production and with the corresponding development of the productivity of social labour. 
(219 LW, Penguin 0000). 
In Marx’s discussion of Cherbuliez in Theories of Surplus Value the matter is dealt 
with even more curtly: 
Cherbuliez first states correctly that profit is determined by the value of the product in 
relation to the ‘different elements’ of productive capital. Then he flies off suddenly to the 
product itself, to the total amount of products. But the amount of products may increase 
without its value increasing. Secondly, a comparison between the amount of the product 
and the quantity of products of which the capital – used up and not used up – consisted, 
can at best only be made in the way Ramsay does, by comparing the aggregate national 
product with the constituent elments expanded in kind during its production…why does 
Cherbuliez stray on to this false path? Because…he has not shown how surplus-value 
arises and therefore has recourse to surplus product, i.e. to use-value. (1972:370) 
The relation between the use-value concept and the simultaneist 
presentation of Marx’s value concept 
Moszkowska herself does not present her results in the manner we have presented 
them. Instead she purports to report all magnitudes in value terms. We shall shortly 
present it in this way, in order to decipher her own argument, but before doing so we 
draw the reader’s attention to an obvious point. Since her own reasoning, in terms of 
her own concept of value, leads to a rate of profit that is identical to the physical rate 
of profit, something very peculiar must be going on with the concept of value being 
applied. If it leads to the same results as the assumption that value is measured in 
terms of use-value there are really only two possibilities: 
(a) it is actually a disguised use-value concept; 
(b) the project of measuring value in terms of labour-time is itself internally 
contradictory and actually, Moszkowska’s manner of calculating value is the only 
one possible. 
The second conclusion is tacitly the approach of the entire literature. That is, they 
suppose that it is not possible to calculate labour values as Marx did. They then 
calculate them in the manner of Bortkiewicz-Sweezy-Morishima, interpreting Marx as 
advancing a general equilibrium concept of value. Finally, applying this ‘corrected’ 
value concept, they deduce a contradiction in Marx’s own conclusions concerning the 
profit rate. 
What is never examined is the possibility that Marx’s value concept does not need to 
be corrected; that it is possible to conceive of, and hence quantitatively measure, 
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value in such a way that the amount of value added by a given magnitude of 
undifferentiated living labour is always and everywhere the same.8 
We will develop this point by asking a simple question, which is nevertheless the key 
question in the whole debate: between stage 1 and stage 2, what happens to the money 
that the capitalists were paid for selling their 510 units of corn? Or, which is the same 
question where do the capitalists in stage 2 purchase their 510 units of corn, and at 
what prices? 
Moszkowska’s assumption corresponds to the method which we term ‘simultaneist’; 
she supposes that the capitalists in each stage purchase their inputs from their own 
outputs, under the same technological conditions. She supposes that the price for 
which the corn is sold is the same as the price for which it is purchased, that ‘input 
prices must equal output prices’. 
However, if the relation between stage 1 and stage 2 is to be mediated by normal 
capitalist exchange, then the capitalists must use the revenue they acquired in return 
for selling 510 units of corn, to purchase the inputs to the next stage. They cannot 
possibly sell their corn for £510 at the end of stage 2, and then buy the same amount 
of corn for, say, £408. If they did, they would actually make an extra £102 in profit 
that would not be attributable to the expenditure of labour. This would not even be 
possible in a normal commodity exchange since the same barrowloads of corn would 
be sold for £510 and purchased for £408; money would have to appear magically 
while passing from the hand of the purchaser to the hand of the seller, a veritable horn 
of plenty: value from nowhere. 
If the capitalists are paid the monetary equivalent of 510 units of corn (whatever that 
may be, whether £510 or £1020 or RM 20bn), at the end of period 1 then normal 
monetary exchange is only possible if this same sum of money is spent on the inputs 
to stage 2, that is, if these 510 units of seed corn plus wages are purchased at the same 
price as they were sold. 
The assumption that we introduced – a constant price of corn – is thus the only 
assumption on which a capitalist economy could actually make the technical 
transition which Moszkowska describes. 
By separating the process which leads from one period to the next, and assuming that 
each stage of production is hermeneutically self-contained, a sleight of hand is 
introduced that disguises the additional profit arising from what is in fact a use-value 
concept of profit. 
The simultaneous method of calculation thus provides the conceptual foundation that 
has permitted all subsequent commentators to present what is actually a physical 
profit rate, as if it were a labour-time profit rate. 
In the next section we will explore exactly how this sleight of hand manifests itself in 
the implicit concept of value it introduces. 
                                                 
8
 Without any loss of generality we leave out of account (as does Marx) the variations induced by 
intensity or skill of living labour. If Moszkowska’s critique and the physicalist critique in general is 
valid, it must be valid for undifferentiated labour; their thesis, and nearly all subsequent debates, can 
therefore be assessed without introducing this complication. What we lose by this simplification is 
thefollowing: we have not proved that Marx’s law remains valid when labour is not all simple labour. 
This is a separate debate and beyond the scope of this piece, but one from which Marx’s law also 
emerges unscathed. 
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How Marx’s concept of value applies to the determination of value in 
Moszkowska’s example 
99% of the enormous confusion that has surrounded the twentieth-century discussion 
on the rate of profit would be removed, were it merely recognised that two different 
rates of profit are under discussion, corresponding to two different value concepts. 
Marx clearly considered his tendential law applied to the value rate of profit. That is, 
he considered that the rate of profit was a ratio between value magnitudes. 
This proposition does not reduce to the notion that these magnitudes must be 
measured in hours. To the contrary, as we have seen, he presents the law in terms of 
money. Indeed, it is necessary at this point to dispose of a common confusion, 
expressed explicitly by Abraham-Froix and Berrebi (0000) which supposes that the 
distinction between value and price is dimensional; that the substance of value is time 
and the substance of price is money, and that consequently values are magnitudes of 
labour hours and prices are magnitudes of money. Rodriguez (1995) very thoroughly 
analyses this confusion. For Marx, price is the monetary expression of value. Every 
value magnitude has two measures, intrinsic and extrinsic, time and money. Thus if 
the value of money is £2 per hour then to say a commodity has a value of £10 is the 
same as to say it has a value of 5 hours. Marx occasionally expresses this by referring 
to £10 as its ‘value-price’. 
This is in no way modified by the fact that market price may deviate from value-price. 
If a good, whose value is £10, actually sells on the market for £8, then if the monetary 
expression of value is £2 per hour, we can equally say that this good has a value of 5 
hours and a market price of 4 hours. In popular language we would say that it is worth 
£10 but sells for £8. 
However the law of value does not reduce to the idea that every price is also a number 
of hours. Otherwise, we could dispense with labour-time and just use money. What 
does define a value magnitude, as opposed to any other? On this Marx is quite clear; 
his theory is a theory of the ‘determination of the magnitude of value by labour-time’. 
It is the way in which the magnitude of value is determined, whether this magnitude 
be expressed in money or in hours, which distinguishes Marx’s theory from any 
other.9 
Most specifically, the core of Marx’s determination of the magnitude of value is the 
idea that it arises only from the application of living labour and, specifically that the 
magnitude of the value added to the wealth of society by living labour is equal to the 
total time worked by this labour. 
This is equivalent to, and in many senses derived from, the reasoning in Chapter f of 
Volume I which establishes that value cannot arise in circulation; precisely, that 
circulation cannot modify the amount of value in existence, but merely changes its 
owners. In mathematical terms, the total value in society is an invariant of circulation.  
Marx thus divides capitalist reproduction into two utterly distinct spheres; production, 
in which value is created (and destroyed) and circulation, in which this produced 
                                                 
9
 As an aside, it cannot often enough be mentioned that Marx never employed the term ‘labour theory 
of value’ which in the modern literature is generally used to form an amalgam between Marx and the 
classicals, as if all theories in which labour is presented as the source or substance of value are 
equivalent, which they are not. The term was introduced by Kautsky (0000) and then adopted by Lenin; 
from there it acquired universal use in the popular language of Communism, which is why it is now so 
widespread. Marx himself refers either to the law of value, to the theory of value, or when he needs to 
be specific, to the determination of the magnitude of value by labour time. 
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value is distributed and re-distributed, through exchange, to people other than its 
direct producers. The idea that value arises only from the application of living labour 
is the same as the idea that circulation neither creates nor destroys value. It 
constitutes, in this sense, a definition of production, which constitutes the creation of 
commodities by the application of living labour. Marx’s delineation of reproduction 
into circulation and production is co-terminous with, mathematically equivalent to, 
the determination of the magnitude of value by labour time. 
How can we apply this concept to Moszkowska’s example? 
We have to begin by understanding how the process of technical change actually 
takes place and eliminate, as temporally absurd, the notion that new technology is 
produced by means of new technology, the idea that is at the core of the simultaneist 
presentation. When society begins producing Pentium computers, it does not produce 
them by means of Pentium computers. It produces them with the technology to hand 
at the time, namely 486 computers and their antecedents. 
 
How the simultaneous calculation of value disguises a physicalist 
value concept as a labour-time concept 
TBA: this section. 
TBA: In the following section we will show how the resulting conclusions are 
dogmatically presented in the literature as if they were the only ones possible. 
TBA: Finally we will examine the modern physicalist defences of Marx and 
demonstrate that they are obliged, by their choice of value concept, to abandon the 
idea that the actually-observed decline in the profit rate is an innate consequence of 
capitalist development and substitute the notion that they are the consequence of 
exogenous, incidental or secondary factors. 
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